
    
Unit 3 Settlement.

 In this unit you´ll learn about.

Lesson 1 Kinds of settlement:
  

- Rural. Dispersed or nucleated. 
 

- Urban.

Lesson 2 Urban settlement:

- City functions: Residential, commercial, industrial, cultural…
- Large urban areas: Metropolitan areas, conurbations and 

megalopolises
- Urban hierarchy
- Analysis of cities: city plan analysis and city structure.

Lesson 3 Urban Problems.

- Environment. Pollution and waste management
- Infrastructure. Water supply, energy, roads
- Transport. Mass transit systems, traffic jams.

 Lesson 1 
 Settlement and its kinds. The rural settlement. 

 
 Geographically speaking a settlement is place permanently populated by 
humans, there must be also some buildings, dispersed or concentrate, in the area 
or place. In other words it´s the way people settle creating villages, towns, cities or 
metropolis.

 There are two basic kind of settlement: rural and urban.

 1.1 Rural settlement. 

 Rural settlement is defined by its activities, mainly agricultural, and by the 
key importance of the natural environment, speaking of rural is speaking of the 
countryside, farms and livestock, forests and mountains.
 Rural settlements are also defined by their population. Towns and villages 
are smaller than cities, but the amount of people varies from a country to another 
but of them are in a 5.000-10.000 threshold. It also depends on the occupation of 
its inhabitants, any settlement with more than 25% of agricultural workers and less 
than 10.000 people is a town.
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 1.2 Kinds of rural settlement.

 There are two kinds of rural settlements:

  - Dispersed settlement. Homes are at least  500 mts. away from each 
  other. Usually there´s a town center with a town hall, church, school, 
  and few houses but most of the population live scattered in farms.
 
  - Nucleated settlement. Buildings are found all together creating a 
  village or town. These nucleated settlement may present a radial, 
  reticular or irregular plan.

 Nowadays some villages close to cities, specially big cities, are turning into 
residential villages. People, looking for an non-stressful way of life buy a house in a 
little village or town next to a big city, they go to work to the city in the morning 
and come back to sleep at night, this places are also called dorm-cities.

 Lesson 2.
 Urban Settlement. The city.

 2.1 Defining urban settlement.

 Urban settlement is more significant than rural. Nowadays more than a 50% 
( 51%) of the World´s population live in cities, this figure is higher in developed 
countries, 77,3%. Cities are political, economic and social centers in our time, every 
political or economic decision has been taken in a city, social tendencies happen 
first in cities. But what does define a city? Is it  the amount  of people? Its functions? 
its appearance? When we think in a big city such as New York it´s easy to say, but 
what happen to the small ones. Do we live in a city?

 There are several topics which define a city:
 
 1.- Size. A city must be a large permanent  settlement. Most geographers 
agree on 10.000 inhabitants as a lower level. Some countries use different figures, 
in China the settlement must have over 100.000 people and in other countries 
5.000. Here in Andalucía there are so many so called towns which are over that 
limit and we hardly call them cities, they are large towns.

 2.- Economic activities. Cities are mainly industrial and tertiary sector of 
economy. Most of their populations work in factories or services or trade. In fact 
industrial development and urban development walk hand on hand.

 3.- Administrative or legal basis. A city is a city because the constitution and 
administrative law of an state said it so. 
 
 4.- Appearance. A city looks like a city. It  has big avenues, big buildings 
(some of the skyscrapers), museums, monuments, government  buildings. 
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Sometimes small cities don´t look like they should do, therefore we don´t  fell them 
as one of them, Fuengirola could be a clear example, it  has seven times the 
population needed but it does not look like one.

 5.- Amenities and cultural facilities. Cities have a lot of facilities, hospitals, 
malls, shops, administration buildings, universities. There are also theaters, museums, 
book shops, restaurants, clubs, all kinds of entertainments.

 All of them, all together make up a city, the lack of one of then, specially the 
size makes a city look less city.

2.2 City functions.

 Cities have different functions, some of them can be find in the same city, 
some of them are so specific that so few cities have it. The main functions in a city 
are:

✴Residential. It is a common function, all cities are a place to live, a place to 
settle. 

✴Commercial. Cities are main trading points, in fact a lot of cities where 
founded ay well communicated places, near a river, in the sea shore, in a 
crossroad. Nowadays some cities are great trade centers such as 
Rotterdam, Hong Kong, New York, Hamburg.

✴Industrial. Cities grew up with industrialization, they were great production 
centers and needed a lot of manpower for their factories. Although 
industry is important in some cities, mainly in emerging countries such as 
China or India. In Europe most of the big factories have disappeared but 
some lesser ones still remain. Shanghai, Detroit...

✴Political or administrative. Some cities are the administrative head of their 
countries, states or territories. Washington, Brasilia, London, Paris, Tokyo.

✴Cultural. Some cities have become in cultural icons due to their art life, 
museums, theaters or their capacity to create tendencies like in fashion.  
London, Paris, New York, Milano. University cities such as Oxford, 
Cambridge, Bologna, are cultural cities as well.

✴Touristic. Some cities are just for relax, leisure and fun or they have great 
monuments or museums. Venice, Las Vegas, Paris, Rome.

✴Military. Some cities are in strategic places from a military point of view or 
have military famous military academies or big barracks and head 
quarters. Gibraltar, West Point.

2.3 Large cities and urban network.

 As global population grew cities grew and turned more and more complex 
and interrelated. Cities join and create bigger cities which geographers have 
defined as:

• Metropolitan areas or metropolis: Metropolis is a very large city which has 
influence over the adjacent towns and cities inside its same country or state. 
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A metropolis is a important center of national and international 
communications. Madrid and Barcelona are the spanish metropolises.

• Conurbation. It´s an urban agglomeration in which a transport  axis has linked 
its different areas. Costa del Sol is a clear example of it, N-340 road is the axis 
which has linked and join all the cities, there is also a common economic 
activity, tourism.

• Megalopolis. They are chains of adjacent  metropolitan areas linking different 
regions, states or countries. The biggest megalopolis in the world is Pearl River 
Delta Megalopolis which includes cities such as Hong Kong, Shenzhen, 
Dongguan or Macau among other, and has 120 million people population. 
Nevertheless the chinese megalopolises are the biggest the american and 
japanese are  best known, specially the Northeast (almost  50 million) 
megalopolis with cities like New York or Philadelphia and Taiheyo Belt  (Tokyo 
and Hiroshima among other) with 88 million inhabitants.

 Urban Network.

 All cities have an sphere of influence, as bigger the city is bigger its area 
building a network of dependence and exchanges. This sphere can be:
 
- Worldwide. Only a few cities have this title. New York is the most clear example.
- National. Every country has its main or mains cities which build their own network. 

In Spain, for example, there are two of them, Madrid and Barcelona.
- Regional. They are the third level, its influence is over a region like a state or a 

comunidad autónoma. Málaga and Sevilla are the regional main cities in 
Andalucía.

- Province or county. Small cities which depend the regional or national ones. 
Almería or Huelva.

- Towns. 
- Villages or hamlets.

2.4. City analysis.
 
 In order to analyze a city we have to mind three factors: site and situation, 
urban plan and types of buildings.

a) Site and situation:
- Site is the specific place where the city is established, in a hill, in a plain, in a 

valley or on an island. 
- Situation refers to its position in relation to other places. It  could be inland, 

in the coast, near a crossroad.
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b) Urban plan. A city plan is a graphic representation of the build-up areas and 
open spaces of a city. It´s the map of a city. There are two basic types of plans: 
regular plans and irregular plans.

- Irregular plan. An irregular plan is the result  of a complete lack of planning. Street 
and buildings don´t have any order. It´s common among cities which medieval 
origins or the consequence of the decontrolled urbanization specially in the 60 
and 70.

- Regular plan. These plans are plotted trying to get some order to the city. The 
most important of them are:

- Grid plan, also called, orthogonal, chessboard, or Hippodamian plan (the last 
name is after Hippodamus of Miltetus known as the first who used the grid plan in 
a greek city). In this kind of grid streets run at right angles to each other drawing a 
net, a grid. Grid plan has been used in antiquity by greek, romans and aztecs in 
America, it was also used in Renaissance and in 19th century. 

- Radiocentric. The city is build from a central point, a square, from this point the 
streets are plotted radially, like in a wheel, these are crossed by other concentric 
rounded streets. At the end the city plan looks like an spiderweb. 

c) Building types. A city is the result of a constant growing and change. Needs and 
styles change through years. 

-  Old buildings. There are many kinds of old buildings in a city, some of them are 
houses, three or four stories 19th century apartment buildings. There are also are 
old facilities such as hospitals, universities, town halls, etc. These buildings many 
times have some historical or artistic value.

- Apartment or office blocks. Big, modern buildings with several floors built in the 
city center due to the soil high prices. Some of them are so high we have called 
them skyscrapers, big cities compete against each other struggling to get  the 
highest  building claiming its economic, political and cultural power. However, 
these block usually are impersonal concrete towers.

- Single-family homes. They could be detached, semi-detached or terraced 
houses. They commonly have one or two floors. They are located in city suburbs 
and outskirts.

- Shack or shanties. Self built houses with scrap materials (cardboard, metal sheets, 
timber, etc…) These kind of buildings have almost vanished in developed 
countries but, sadly, are common in underdeveloped and developing countries. 
They got  different names, chavolas in Spain, favelas in Brazil, ranchitos o ranchos 
in Venezuela and Colombia.

 All three elements combined are the structure of the city. Each area of the 
city has its own functions and characteristics. Theses differences are reflected in 
the plan and the kind of buildings.

- Centre. The city centre or downtown, only big cities have all of them is composed 
by three different elements:
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- CBD. Central business district. There we can find main banks, offices, 
administrative buildings, and main shops even department stores (El Corte 
Inglés or Harrods)

- Main leisure activities such as theatres, opera house, cinemas, restaurants, 
concert halls etc.

- HIstoric Centre. Downtown is also old town, all old and historic buildings are 
concentrated in this area. In very old cities this area is very important and 
big, Rome, Paris or London are main examples of it.

- Residential areas. Surrounding the centre there are some belts of residential 
areas, first belt are the most expensive apartments, from that point to the suburbs 
social and income rates goes down to the working classes who live in ugly big 
blocks in the city limits. In european cities the first ring has usually a grid plan.

- Suburbs. In the suburbs there are two different kinds of use floor. 
- Residential suburbs. Areas of detached, semidetached and terraced 

houses. This kind of residential areas became so popular in United States in 
50´s and 60´s, nowadays are very common in Europe also.

- Industrial Areas. They are placed in industrial parks zones planned for 
industrial purposes in the edge of the city far away from the residential 
areas. 

- Outskirts. It is the end of the urban area. There are placed big malls, airports, 
industrial parks, etc. Here are also located the dormitory cities.

 Once we have all different factors we are able to analyze a city. We always 
start  with the site and situation, them the plan, usually we don´t have more 
information than the map so we could go any further but if we knew the city or we 
have got pictures of it we can analyze its buildings also. In class you´ll see a 
presentation with the analysis of Madrid and you´ll should do the same with 
Barcelona.

Lesson 3. Urban Problems. 

 Cities have a lot of problems, many as inhabitants have. A city means tons 
of urban waste (domestic and industrial), food and clean water supply. People 
going from a point to other needing different kinds of transportation… A real 
nightmare. If we don´t notice these problems the city is going well or is too small.
 In this part of the unit you must  find those problems by yourselves and make 
presentation about them and their solutions.
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